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Founded: 2010

Locations: San Francisco (HQ), 
Copenhagen, New York, London, 
Paris, Suzhou, Shanghai, Tokyo, 
Munich, Frankfurt, Sydney, Bucharest, 
Stockholm, Oslo and Kuala Lumpur

Main Industries:   
Industrial/Manufacturing, Retail/
Consumer, Hospitality, Transportation, 
Financial Services, Pharma/
Healthcare, Automotive, Technology, 
Energy

No. of employees: 1,000+

Customers: Air France-KLM, ADM, 
Best Buy, Bilfinger, Bolloré Logistics, 
Caterpillar, Dahua, Dalkia, Danone, 
DHL, Disney, Eiffage, EnBW, FedEx, 
Hertz, Hilti, HSBC, Inditex, Kuehne 
+ Nagel, Laureate,Le Bon Marché, 
Levi Strauss & Co, Linde group, 
L’Oreal, NHS, Novozymes, Panalpina, 
RWE/Innogy, Samsung, Schaeffler, 
Schneider Electric, SEB, Siemens, 
SNOP, Shiseido, Societe Generale, 
Sodexo, Suez Environment, Unilever, 
UPS, Veolia, Vesuvius, Vorwerk

Available modules: Tradeshift 
Buy, Tradeshift Pay, Tradeshift Go, 
Tradeshift Apps. Dynamic discounting 
and supply chain finance are now 
included in Tradeshift Pay. Network 
manager features are now included 
with Tradeshift Buy and Tradeshift 
Pay

Other app integration: SAP, 
Oracle, JDE, PeopleSoft; accounting 
systems such as sage, quickbooks, 
etc.

BACKGROUND 
Spend Matters has spent over 25 hours in briefings and demonstrations with 
Tradeshift in the past 12 months. With each meeting and technology demon-
stration, our view is that Tradeshift’s vision of delivering not just e-procure-
ment and invoice-to-pay modular and supplier network capability, but a 
unique digital platform that exists between trading partners of all types is 
increasingly meshing together.

Balancing this audacious and unique vision with near-term customer, fea-
ture/function requirements and implementation requirements is an act that 
less-daring competitors have never had to contend with. It challenged Trade-
shift in its earlier years, but Spend Matters’ analysis of Tradeshift’s current 
functional capabilities tied to platform enablement suggests these growing 
pains are behind it.

Not surprisingly, what strikes us most about Tradeshift and its value proposi-
tion today is how it delivers both in-the-box functionality on top of a plat-
form-as-a-service approach centered on openness, accessibility, extensibility 
and connectivity beyond its own functional/modular capability. Foundational-
ly today, this allows Tradeshift to extend the standard requirements that one 
expects within procure-to-pay to adjacent finance/working capital, payment 
and supply chain areas through partner/integrated solutions (or customer 
developed solutions). And in theory, it could allow users to even “sub-out” 
third-party capability within core procure-to-pay process and workflow steps 
if more advanced or specialized capability is desired. 

OVERVIEW 
Tradeshift is a cloud platform that connects buyers and suppliers with the 
goal of digitizing supply chain relationships, processes and information, 
while also enabling everyday procure-to-pay activities. Its capabilities span 
the buying of goods and services through to financing and payment — and 
significant capability in between, especially in the invoice-to-pay area.

In addition to providing its own procure-to-pay modules, Tradeshift offers 
an open integration framework that allows other technology firms (and 
customers) to integrate and/or develop third-party “apps,” primarily centered 
on supplier connectivity, transaction enablement and collaboration. Tradeshift 
can even integrate alternative procure-to-pay providers in cases where 
specific enabling capability is desired.

This Spend Matters PRO analysis provides an introduction to Tradeshift, both 
as a platform-as-a-service (PaaS) provider and also as an e-procurement and 
invoice-to-pay technology vendor. It is designed to provide facts and expert 
analysis to help procurement and finance organizations make informed 
decisions about whether they should consider Tradeshift for both traditional 
“in-the-box” procure-to-pay requirements as well as unique marketplace/
platform type digital initiatives.
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW
Marketplace Management and Supplier Enablement
With marketplace management, procurement and suppliers build the content that is needed for more 
automation, reduced exceptions and better insights.

Tradeshift has a network and marketplace approach to on-boarding:

• Suppliers upload their products and services a single time.
• They then customize pricing and terms for individual buyers as needed.
• Vendors also can “connect” with other buyers and users in the Tradeshift platform to drive business 

development.
• Offer Management: In the marketplace, suppliers can make custom offers and deals for their customers. 

Offer management means active supplier participation that creates an up-to-date and relevant marketplace 
for users to search and buy. Collaboration in the offer means that buyers and suppliers work quickly to 
collaborate and negotiate the right offer.

• Apps: Buyers and third parties can create apps on the marketplace to enable category-, industry-, and 
company-specific processes.

• Supplier-managed: Suppliers can upload, enrich and create custom terms for buyers.
• Buyer Marketplace Management: Buyers can enrich content to make it relevant to how their company buys, 

accounts for, and uses products and services.

Tradeshift offers a variety of options and formats to create and upload supplier catalog data. These include 
Excel templates, BME Cat, EHF xml, “web shop” punch-out, the ability to “pull” data automatically from an FTP 
account, receive it via email, or gather data submitted by PEPPOL or direct integrations. When initially enabling 
a supplier, a Tradeshift supplier on-boarding specialist supports the process for quality and speed purposes.
To enable high quality catalog data, Tradeshift has a content management module that returns a validation 
report with error and warning messages to guide the supplier and provide fields and data that meet specific 
buyer requirements. The validation is done in two stages: Global validation is performed on all catalogs to 
ensure clean, correct data; and buyer-specific validations and data enrichment are also included. Finally, 
catalog scorecards are provided back to suppliers to improve data quality.

Suppliers can publish products and services to be visible to any buyer on the Tradeshift platform via its open 
marketplace approach (vendors also have the option to limit the publication of data to defined buyers or 
prospective customers). As such, the access to catalog content can be limited/allowed based on supplier-
driven permissions (and buyer-driven permissions within an organization). In addition:

• Buyers and suppliers can create and manage content.
• Offers have validity periods to facilitate up-to-date information.
• Buyer and supplier collaboration is possible through messages that automatically trigger email 

notifications.

Buying/Shopping
The core of the Tradeshift e-procurement experience provides for enterprise control/visibility and a modern 
buying/shopping experience. Of note:

• Through its buying “apps,” Tradeshift can capture purchase requests in a way that users understand 
in a consumer context without subjecting them to a traditional “enterprise” or ERP-type requisitioning 
experience; this enables companies to create company- and category-specific user experiences.
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• User access to content is managed through “views.”
• A view provides access to specific content (product and service catalogs, request forms, web shops).
• View management enables mass customizations and updates on any level of the organization.
• Custom start pages display specific content and information for specific users or user groups. 

• Tradeshift’s search engine — what it calls its “Marketplace Search” — can automatically provide 
suggestions after the user starts typing. In addition:

• Users can filter search results based on price range, category, supplier and manufacturer.
• The search engine detects misspellings and automatically proposes alternate search keywords. For 

example, a query might return “Did you mean <keyword>?”. If no keyword can be identified, the 
user is guided into a free text requisition process directly from the search results page.

• Searches can include product and service items from standard catalogs and any type of request 
template or form while providing one consolidated search result for the user.

• Integrations can be enabled to check stock availability to be displayed to the end user.
• Product and service items from external web shops also can be incorporated into the search index 

via a level 2 punch-out offering. 

• Tradeshift’s checkout process includes a range of features including:
• Saved shopping carts
• The ability to shop on behalf of users
• The selection of account assignment categories and cost objects (e.g., cost centers, WBS element, 

project, asset, internal order, generic account assignment, etc.
• Selection of item-level shipping addresses
• The ability to add or cancel items, change quantities
• The creation of favorite shopping carts
• The ability to enable attachment options at item level and header level
• Support for multiple currencies
• End-user support through purchase requisitioning process
• Customized budget check functionality
• The ability to trigger procurement assistance by workflow or user-initiated collaboration with one 

click 

• The solution’s Ordering capability includes the creation of purchase requisitions (PRs) and purchase 
orders (POs). Advanced components include the ability to:

• Create PRs & POs from an external system (ERP, WMS, etc.) via API
• Split PRs into multiple orders
• Include criteria by supplier, delivery address, currency, payment terms, etc.
• Validate POs against contract terms/clauses (e.g., to ensure that contracted discounts or rebates are 

captured)
• In addition to receiving order responses in the application, a buyer could choose to receive orders, 

change orders, order responses, shipment notes in various formats such as xCBL, UBL, OAGIS, SAP 
IDOC to their ERP backend

• Suppliers can issue order responses with the ability to approve, change or reject at item level
• Suppliers have the ability to add, delete, replace or split items (and buyers have granular ability to 

accept/reject such changes). For example, changes could refer to quantities, prices, delivery details 
or item attributes. The supplier also can collaborate directly with the buyers to obtain information 
and resolve questions.
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• From a receiving perspective, Tradeshift supports desktop, centralized and hybrid receiving. In 
addition:

• Goods receipt (GR) capability enables line-level control
• User can confirm goods from any device, mobile, tablet and desktop
• Once a GR has been generated, return deliveries and cancellations also can be initiated and 

managed
• Multiple GRs can be created for a single PO
• Partial GRs are supported as well

• Integrated AI
• Written requests: Machine learning algorithms learn from history and enter units of measure or 

product categories in written requests. Ada, Tradeshift’s interactive AI layer, enters a product 
category (UNSPSC code) and unit of measure based on the description.

Stakeholder Processes Collaboration
Tradeshift has developed a built-in collaboration capability (including chat) for internal and external 
communications. This is where a procurement team, managers and employees can collaborate in real time 
throughout the entire buying process to share product and service information and make decisions. It also 
enables buyers to collaborate with suppliers in real time to edit documents, inquire on status, track delivery, 
resolve exceptions, etc. Tradeshift’s real-time collaboration is further extensible via its open API framework. This 
also lets users integrate internal and third-party messaging as well as team collaboration apps.

Buying in the Long Tail
In addition, Tradeshift’s “Go” capability enables lightweight, collaborative purchasing and payment using virtual 
credit cards (virtual cards can be set to be valid for single or multi-use). This approach can help to capture the 
“long tail” of purchases beyond what is managed in a catalog-based system — and, which are too small to be 
managed by procurement. It also provides an effective solution for T&E spend.

SUPPLIER NETWORK
Supplier Enablement
Outside of catalog management (covered above), Tradeshift has an on-boarding network and platform 
approach that requires suppliers to only be on-boarded a single-time (company specific on-boarding 
requirements can be tailored to each deployment as well). Once on-boarded, suppliers are not just vendors — 
they are digitally enabled and can perform one-to-many, cross-company supply chain processes (e.g., buying, 
selling, financing, managing profile information, etc.).  Seller-side value has been a key to on-boarding success 
for Tradeshift. In addition:

• Tradeshift encourages on-boarding via seller-side value programs, including early payment opportunities.
• Email on-boarding campaigns are managed through network management, which includes tracking and 

reporting.
• Customers can load suppliers in bulk using Tradeshift’s Network Management 
• Tradeshift can extract vendor master data from ERP (manual or integrated) or alternatively, and companies 

can on-board suppliers on an as-needed basis.
• The solution can “clean up” vendor information using machine learning to recognize duplicates, missing or 

erroneous data.
• Tradeshift also has capabilities to convert paper to electronic accounts. Suppliers validate the electronic 

invoice and are pointed to their network account for future invoices.
• Tradeshift has a customized landing page and resource center, which provides a single “go-to” place for 

customers´ suppliers to find all relevant information.
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• Once suppliers upload their products and services, they can customize pricing and terms for individual 
buyers as needed.

• Suppliers also can make offers to new buyers to encourage new business.

Tradeshift also provides supplier information management (SIM) capability that includes the ability for suppliers 
to self-manage profile information. It also enables master data synchronization, surveys (for information 
gathering) and multiple-party enrichment options (e.g., Tradeshift has relationships with partners like Coface, 
FRDM, Kompany and Brex to enrich supplier information with credit, anti-slavery, KYC and risk profiles).

The solution also enables the verification and validation of company, tax ID and bank account information 
using third-party data feeds. In addition, through its partnerships with Riskmethods and EcoVadis, Tradeshift 
can enable a range of supplier and supply chain risk management capabilities, including supplier CSR and risk 
ratings, incident/impact disruption scoring/analysis, enriched scorecarding, etc.

As noted previously, Tradeshift offers suppliers the ability to target prospective customers via the network. 
Embedded functionality also includes the ability for sellers to make custom, targeted offers to one or more of 
their customers.

Invoicing and Accounts Payable Automation
Tradeshift provides robust electronic invoicing and AP automation capability. This includes:

• The ability to capture invoices
• Suppliers can enter invoices by flipping a PO, entering invoices manually (into the network), sending   

email, uploading invoice data and via direct machine-to-machine integrations.
• Suppliers also can use CloudScan (Tradeshift’s scanning service) to OCR paper and PDF invoices.

• Invoice validations — Tradeshift’s “Document Firewall” checks whether fields in invoicing and 
transaction-related documents are required, optional or not allowed (based on specific buyer definitions 
and values provided). The solution offers four types of validations:

• Static validations include more than 30 possible invoice fields to validate against (and can be 
specific to individual suppliers and/or document types)

• Dynamic validations (on any field) includes custom invoice validations and “on the fly” business 
user configurations using lists, and is extensible through API to let validation lists be updated via API 
based on external sources (such as ERP).

• List validations are based on lists of data field entries that can be created by end users.
• Live validations are based on the buyer’s workflow. This validation type verifies that specific 

business workflows are met within or external to an organization. Live validations enable Tradeshift’s 
country-specific compliance validations (i.e., invoicing compliance in China).

• In addition, Tradeshift can leverage its open API framework to connect any system and perform 
order collaboration and two, three or “n-tier” matching on all procurement and trade documents, 
including orders, blanket orders, change orders, order acknowledgements, ASN, GR, contracts, line-
level invoice fields and credit memos.

• Workflow and task management — Invoices are routed to approvers based on rules and sufficient 
approval authority supporting typical scenarios such as pre-approval, cost object approval, manager chain, 
flexible selection and AP review. The solution also includes a “Task Manager” to manually or automatically 
distribute workload, such as coding tasks, to teams and users, and set delegations. The workflow has 
APIs and extension points for integration of custom or third-party apps. It can be used to leverage existing 
business logic or build custom apps to approve invoices, validate the coding and assign approver.
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• Real-time collaboration — The solution includes a real-time chat for sharing tasks, attachments and 
status on the basis of a document. Users can instantly engage with colleagues and suppliers to balance 
workloads, engage experts and resolve questions. An open API allows external apps such as query 
messaging and ticketing systems to extract messages.

• Integrated AI — Tradeshift comes with a built-in artificial intelligence interface, Ada. It is a usability feature 
to help users with daily tasks. Machine learning is applied to automate tasks or narrow the selection to one 
or few choices to improve efficiency and accuracy. It helps users code invoices correctly, select the right 
product categories, detect duplicate suppliers accounts and identify matching order line items.

Payments and Trade Financing
Tradeshift provides a range of payment and trade financing capability. From a core payments perspective:

• As with other P2P solutions, Tradeshift offers the option to send approved invoices to ERP/financial systems 
for payment.

• Tradeshift’s apps marketplace provides connectors to a range of ERP/AP solutions.
• When using this approach, payment status information can be updated in Tradeshift’s system, and 

suppliers are notified of any status changes.
• Tradeshift also supports payment processing via check, wire, ACH and virtual payment models through its 

own gateway partners/integrations.
• The solution includes multi-bank supply chain finance, dynamic discounting, virtual card payments and 

flexible finance. It combines e-invoicing with accelerated payment as part of the same user experience for 
buyers, banks and suppliers.

• Tradeshift is bank agnostic and currently has partnerships with Santander, Citibank, AMEX, Visa, 
MasterCard and HSBC, as well as regional banks.

• The solution is PCI/DSS certified for card and various payment models.

From a roadmap perspective, Tradeshift has embarked on blockchain pilot programs and offers an emergent 
solution in the area: Tradeshift Cash. Tradeshift’s vision to leverage blockchain is to deploy distributed ledger 
models as a gateway to drive greater transparency via bank and other partners.

Analytics
Tradeshift provides a range of reporting capability within its solution. This includes:

• Native reporting in the platform
• The ability for any third-party business intelligence/reporting solution (via its open API model) to integrate 

with source Tradeshift data

In addition, Tradeshift uses Google’s analytic solutions to analyze user behavior (e.g., frequency of accessing 
specific content, templates, process adoption/compliance). This captured data can be used to validate the 
efficacy of initial deployments and/or added process enhancements to continually optimize procure-to-pay 
outcomes, including KPI improvements.
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PRODUCT STRENGTHS 
Besides the likes of “mega” players like Amazon Business, is there a market for marketplaces? When Tradeshift 
embarked on its journey to create a platform between organizations in 2010, it had to believe such a need 
would eventually become mainstream, otherwise its vision and reality would fail to intersect. Fortunately for 
those that backed Tradeshift’s initial hypothesis, less than a decade since launching, more companies — not 
just early adopters — are becoming aware of what a platform concept can deliver beyond business applications. 

Build Your Own Marketplace + Platform-as-a-Service
Aside from Salesforce.com, Tradeshift was one of the first of the newer generation of B2B technology providers 
to embrace what we can best describe as a marketplace and platform-as-a-service (PaaS) model. On many 
levels, this concept harkens back to what Commerce One and Ariba (with Tradex) had attempted to deliver with 
previous-generation solutions. But at that time, the technology to support such a vision, including foundational 
elements such as service-oriented architectures (SOA), were not yet in place.

Today, the foundations of a marketplace and PaaS capability go beyond native application-driven features (e.g., 
invoicing compliance as a component of e-invoicing). Rather, these models can enable partners, customers 
and systems integrators (Sis) to develop or integrate adjacent technologies that can integrate not only with 
Tradeshift’s native applications but also other applications that are a component of the platform. As we have 
noted before, such an ecosystem includes both “core” and “add-on” capability from different types of providers:

• Tradeshift-developed core apps for suppliers (e.g., a document uploader, marketplace manager, offer 
management, and a recurring invoice app) and buyers. These apps all share a common app suite data 
model.

• Tradeshift-developed or third-party-developed adapter apps that tie into popular sell-side systems 
and ERP (e.g., QuickBooks, NetSuite) and even other networks

• Third-party apps and content that range from free to trial/freemium to premium (e.g., EcoVadis, 
riskmethods, C2FO, Quyntess, ProcurePort, TimeStarter and even Determine). These apps have their own 
data model but are verified and tested to work in conjunction with the core app suite.

How does this work in practice? Our recent comparative findings from SolutionMap suggest that Tradeshift’s 
overall configurability and platform-as-a-service (PaaS) integration and development ecosystem is a standout 
capability. This includes delivering top-tier performance for P2P configuration setup, business rules/workflow, 
business user configuration, technical configuration, vendor/consultant configuration and customizations — all 
as a result of this ecosystem focus.

Further, Tradeshift has taken the supplier network concept and extended it much further through adding the 
platform angle, with the goal of creating a true ecosystem for members that can create value for participants. 
From a user perspective, some Tradeshift customers and partners cite its platform-based capability as the core 
determinant in driving selection criteria (above and beyond functional technology specification requirements), 
making it an undisputed area of strength for the provider. But for more ambitious customers, these foundations 
can enable the ability to build a one’s own unique marketplace that extends beyond “vanilla” P2P activities for 
supplier and supply chain connectivity.

 

https://spendmatters.com/almanac/ecovadis/
https://spendmatters.com/almanac/ecovadis/
https://spendmatters.com/almanac/riskmethods/
https://spendmatters.com/almanac/riskmethods/
https://spendmatters.com/almanac/determine/
https://spendmatters.com/almanac/determine/
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Supplier On-boarding 
Supplier on-boarding is a core enabler and differentiator for top-tier e-procurement, invoice-to-pay and P2P 
providers. Supplier network approaches can provide economies of scale for all participants in this regard. Not 
surprisingly given its marketplace and PaaS orientation, this is an area of strength for Tradeshift, since supplier 
networks built on top of such architectures are inherently more flexible and dynamic for buyers and suppliers 
alike, especially when it comes to supplier enablement.

In this regard, Tradeshift’s strengths in this area come from its platform-driven network approach to the on-
boarding process, where suppliers are “on-boarded” once and then can be enabled to participate in multiple 
processes with a single buying organization, other buyers (current and future) on the network and even with 
other suppliers (acting as buyers). In addition, suppliers can expand their sales by participating in Tradeshift’s 
open marketplace, as well as gain access to the Tradeshift AppStore to enhance their offerings.

Tactically, for procurement and accounts payable organizations, Tradeshift offers a flexible and robust process 
with a range of clever components and value-added services to simplify and accelerate on-boarding, which 
result in outstanding on-boarding rates. (In one case, an organization was able to on-board 2,700 suppliers 
in two weeks.) Some examples of these on-boarding “secret sauce” components beyond the network/PaaS 
capabilities alone include a dedicated global on-boarding team, personalized segmentation and messaging, 
training materials, webinars, customized landing pages, a vendor file “cleanup service” built on machine 
learning and other related components.

Additionally, the Tradeshift Seller Club provides sellers/suppliers access to early payment options, marketplace 
discovery and discounts on key services.

Payments and Trade Financing (Receivables/Payables Financing) 
Payment and receivables/payables financing capability is becoming a priority among top-performing procure-
to-pay providers, and Tradeshift is no exception. The focus of these capabilities is to enable a more automated, 
controlled and preferably touchless end-to-end process (e.g., validations, approval workflows and business 
rules) even extending into the supply chain in advanced circumstances. In extreme cases, solutions can even 
replace (not just augment) traditional intermediaries such as banks and payment specialists.

 
While Tradeshift could theoretically disintermediate banks with its partner capabilities, it has decided to 
embrace them, in fact, network them. As such, its standout capabilities include its multi-bank supply chain 
finance (SCF) capabilities, vCard, dynamic discounting and payment hub programs. In addition, its bank, card 
and payment partner ecosystem (e.g., Santander, Citibank, AMEX, Visa, MasterCard, HSBC and regional banks) 
contributes to its strengths in this area. Moreover, it has invested in an emerging blockchain approach with 
Tradeshift Cash, a new service for small and medium-size enterprises to have capital access to their approved 
non-paid invoices by selling them to a community of investors at a discount.

Other benefits of the Tradeshift Pay offering include multi-bank support within single deployments, bank 
ecosystem enablement (banks are also customers), PCI/DSS certified card/related offerings and proprietary 
SCF and dynamic discounting technology, Tradeshift offers directly to procurement and finance organizations, 
their suppliers and to bank customers.

Collaborative Workspaces
In selecting and adopting technology, procurement and AP organizations are increasingly thinking about 
the importance of providing a single collaborative space to enable users (and their own team members) to 
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carry out, analyze and manage activities. From an e-procurement perspective, for example, this is important 
regardless of where the items and services come from (internal or external catalogs, or even out of catalog) or 
how they are presented (templates, e-forms, lists, kits, bundles). Tradeshift is focused on enabling collaborative 
workspaces, in part through its Universal Search and Universal Basket. These capabilities:

• Help collect and curate items/services from Tradeshift’s managed marketplace, open marketplace, offers, 
quotes and apps (now made further extensible via open APIs)

• Presents options in the solution to users
• Provides users (including requesters) with a central workspace to collaborate with internal and external 

stakeholders (including procurement and AP users) to ask questions, share documents and align on 
requirements

• Enable users to collaborate with their systems of choice to complete their part of the process (e.g, ERP, 
Support, Archiving, or Ticketing systems)

In practice, the solution is simple and elegant (though complex underneath as it is tied to the entire platform, 
data model and workflow components of Tradeshift) and stands out among its peers.

Compliance Enablement in China 
Despite the trade noise of late, China is a country full of possibilities for every global organization (including 
Chinese firms) that want to operate in the region and reach the largest and fastest growing consumer market 
in the world. The country’s governance system, however, does not make it easy to do business in the region, 
and China without a doubt has one of the world’s most “controlling” regimes from a regulatory perspective. 
As part of the controls and requirements it places on organizations, the region has specialized mandates and 
requirements for transactional documentation, including e-invoicing for all businesses.

Among its global P2P peers, Tradeshift is the only provider that offers an invoice-to-pay (inclusive of 
e-invoicing) solution that is compliant with Chinese government requirements as part of the “Golden Tax 
System” (GTS) requirements. As we have noted before, businesses operating in mainland China are required to 
use the government-certified GTS application for generating VAT invoices, VAT calculations and statutory tax 
reporting.

Through a partnering approach with Baiwang, one of only two government-approved companies — the other 
one is Aisino — Tradeshift is allowed to access GTS directly via the hardware it sells. (Chinese companies will 
issue their invoices using the hardware provided by Baiwang.) Specifically:

• Baiwang has made Tradeshift its exclusive partner for e-invoicing services in China
• Distributing its capabilities through Baiwang, Tradeshift delivers its solution on-premise (on Baiwang 

hardware) for customers as one deployment option. 
• Tradeshift also offers capabilities through a customized, hosted Chinese Tradeshift platform that can be 

accessed over different web clients, including iOS and Android apps, distributed bt Baiwang.

Unlike Salesforce, Tradeshift embarked on building both an applications and platform technology business at 
the same time, commingling the value proposition of each to create something that it hoped would prove larger 
than either could be individually. Flash forward less than a decade since the provider launched, and Tradeshift 
has remained true to this vision. But how does the provider stack up to others in the market given it can be 
difficult to compare it with traditional cloud applications providers without the platform element? And how 
should prospective customers know when to consider Tradeshift vs. others?
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SWOT ANALYSIS
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COMMENTARY AND SUMMARY
Without a doubt, Tradeshift has a unique (and advanced) supplier network and platform capabilities, as well as 
strong e-invoicing capability. Increasingly, it is expanding into e-procurement, supplier management, payment 
and additional areas as well (in addition to the capabilities that partners are building out on its platform).
Tradeshift has been careful to position the afterlife of its platform-as-a-service (PaaS) capability as central to 
its value proposition. This has helped the provider win business with more senior executives, rather than those 
often tasked with making invoice-to-pay or accounts payable automation software selection decisions.

Still, Tradeshift delivers best-in-class capability across a broad range of invoice-to-pay functional requirements 
that comprise app components on the Tradeshift platform (in addition to solid performance in e-procurement). 
But Tradeshift’s stand-out strengths remain in supplier connectivity, including the delivery of an open 
ecosystem, marketplace and platform capability that exists between trading partners. 

ABOUT SPEND MATTERS

Spend Matters is the world’s best and largest information source for procurement and supply chain
professionals, enabling CPOs, consultants and technology solution providers to make smart decisions
regarding all things procurement. Spend Matters is a genuinely independent, neutral source for the latest
analysis and insight into the procurement industry through unbiased reviews, research briefings and
editorial content. We provide:

• Best practice advice on processes and technology
• Insightful and in-depth procurement technology reviews and analysis
• Concrete and actionable recommendations for the procurement professional
• Definitive and honest expert opinions – not just facts or thinly veiled advertising material
• Deep, curated content aligned to your information needs to efficiently keep up with the industry
• Visit us at http://www.spendmatters.com


